
“If  Judged  at  Death,  Why
Judged Later?”
I found your article on what happens at death. My question is,
if we are judged at death immediately, why do we say the in
the creeds that at the second coming Jesus will judge the
quick (living) and the dead since the dead have already been
judged? Anxious to hear back from you. Thanks.

Thanks for your letter. There is what some have called a
“judgment of faith” which takes place immediately at death and
a  “judgment  of  works”  which  takes  place  at  some  time
afterward.

The “judgment of faith” may be in view in Hebrews 9:27. A good
biblical example is the story of the rich man and Lazarus in
Luke  16:19-31.  Notice  that  the  rich  man  finds  himself  in
“Hades”  after  death,  while  Lazarus  is  in  Paradise.  This
judgment is based on one’s relationship with the Lord and has
nothing to do with works per se.

However, the Bible also speaks of a “judgment of works.” For
unbelievers, this judgment will apparently take place just
prior to the creation of the new heavens and new earth (see
Rev. 20:11 – 21:1). Notice that even death and Hades are cast
into the lake of fire at this time (Rev. 20:14). In other
words, “Hades” (where the rich man went at death) is not to be
equated with the lake of fire (which is where unbelievers will
spend eternity after the Great White Throne judgment).

Believers will also experience a “judgment of works” at the
judgment seat of Christ (see 1 Cor. 3:10-15). This judgment
does not determine whether the person is saved or not, for
this judgment only includes those who are already saved. It
rather determines whether one will receive eternal rewards or
not. Apparently, some believers will not receive any rewards
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(1 Cor. 3:15). Theologians do not agree on precisely when this
judgment will take place. But most believe that it follows the
initial “judgment of faith” at some later time. It certainly
occurs before the creation of the new heavens and new earth
(where resurrected believers will spend eternity in joyful
fellowship with God and one another).

Hope this helps clear up some of the confusion.

Shalom,

Michael Gleghorn

© 2008 Probe Ministries

“I’m  Doubting  the  Truth  of
the  Bible  and  God’s
Existence”
I  was  wondering  about  some  matters  pertaining  to  truth,
specifically the truth of the Bible and existence of God. I’ve
grown up in Arkansas in the bible belt my entire life and of
course of been surrounded by churches, christianity, and an
unquestioning world view that God exists and the bible is the
truth.

Recently, I’ve started questioning reality and my perception
of the world. I know it is dangerous to get caught up in
humanly philosophies and crap like that, but a lot of things
don’t make sense to me about God. I’m trying to look at truth
from all perspectives so I’ve been reading this book called
The God Delusion. I know you might say I’m crazy and I’m going
to be completely disillusioned by some stupid science and
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philosophy,  but  some  of  what  it  says  doesn’t  seem  to  be
completely crazy. Right now, specifically I’m struggling with
contradictions that the Bible seems to present. I’m wondering
whether all the Gospels are in agreement as to the birth of
Jesus. I’m sure there are several other contradictions that
atheists would point out also. If you could address some of
those and give me another viewpoint.

Thanks for your letter. There’s nothing wrong with wanting to
think carefully about what you believe and why. There’s also
nothing  wrong  with  reading  Dawkins’  book,  The  God
Delusion—although  many  serious  scholars  don’t  think  very
highly of his arguments or condescending attitude. For a good
critique of Dawkins’ book, you may want to also read The
Dawkins Delusion by Alister E. McGrath. It would offer an
informed rebuttal of many of Dawkins’ claims by a world-class
scholar with doctoral degrees in both molecular biology and
theology.

I deal with alleged contradictions in the infancy narratives
in my article on the virgin birth here on the Probe Web site.
A  more  in-depth  article  can  be  found  here:
www.tektonics.org/af/birthnarr.php.

Two other sites you should be familiar with are Bible.org and
ReasonableFaith.org.  The  latter  site  is  that  of  Christian
philosopher/theologian  William  Lane  Craig.  I  would  highly
recommend  his  articles  on  the  existence  of  God,  the
historicity  of  Jesus,  etc.  Both  sites  have  lots  of  great
resources.

Wishing you all the best in your studies!

Michael Gleghorn

© 2007 Probe Ministries
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“What Resources Can Help Me
Witness to Hindus?”
Please  could  you  send  me  details  about  how  to  share  my
Christian faith with Hindu friends and any literature that I
could use with them. At present I am running a large parent
toddler group here in the UK [United Kingdom] and many Indian
Hindus are coming and I need some good literature and advice
on how to share Jesus with them. If you can help me please
reply.

Thanks for your letter. One of the most useful resources I’ve
found  for  this  purpose  is  The  Compact  Guide  to  World
Religions. This book not only includes chapters on the history
and doctrine of various religions (including Hinduism), but it
also includes helpful suggestions on how to share the gospel
with such people.

Helpful articles on the Probe site include “Hinduism” and “Do
All Roads Lead to God?”

Of course, by far the most important thing you can do is pray
for these people, show them the love of Christ, and offer them
peace and rest in their hearts through the forgiveness of sins
by faith in Christ Jesus.

Hope these resources are helpful to you. Blessings to you in
your ministry!

Michael Gleghorn

2007 Probe Ministries
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“What Sources Can Shed Light
on the Bible Since It’s Not
Authoritative?”
I don’t think I can truly look at the bible and tell my
children it is the authority for them.

How  can  I  cross  reference  historical  documents  and  other
sources for them, in addition to the bible, to present my
religious faith to them?

I truly cannot look at the bible, a man made document, as
“It.” Yet, I know one can believe without seeing it as the
“end all.” It is wrong to tell my children to take all of it
at face value. Yet, we know it presents the truth of our
faith. I don’t want them to take it out of its historical
context.

Thanks for your letter. Although we at Probe would hold the
view  that  the  Bible  is  a  divinely-inspired  text  and
historically  accurate  in  all  its  details  in  the  original
manuscripts,  nevertheless,  if  you  want  to  educate  your
children about the Bible and be sensitive to its historical
context, etc., then one of the best ways to do this is by
reading good, scholarly commentaries on the particular book of
the Bible that you’re currently studying.

In addition to commentaries, of course, there are excellent
books dealing with Old and New Testament backgrounds. These
books would discuss customs, important historical persons and
events, etc., that really make the biblical text come alive.

For example, here is a link to some books on Old Testament
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Backgrounds and here is one for New Testament Backgrounds.

Finally, a very helpful site, with hundreds of articles on all
sorts of biblical and theological topics is www.bible.org .
For example, here is a list of topics they have articles on: .

I hope this information is helpful to you and your family in
studying the Bible!

Shalom in Christ,

Michael Gleghorn

© 2007 Probe Ministries

“Woman  Caught  in  Adultery
Story  Not  Found  in  Early
Manuscripts”
I’m interested in John 8:1-11. The notes in my NIV Bible say
that these verses are not found in early manuscripts, and I
was wondering what your thoughts are on this account of Jesus
and the woman caught in adultery.

Yes; you’re correct. The earliest and best manuscripts do not
contain this story. It was almost certainly not an original
part of John’s Gospel. Could it still be historical, though?
Perhaps. It would be an unusual instance of a story passed
down  orally  (and  later  included  in  John’s  Gospel)  that
actually goes back to Jesus. Of course, I don’t think we can
be dogmatic on this point. At most, I think we can say simply
that it may be historical.
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W.  Hall  Harris  has  a  good  discussion  of  this  passage  at
Bible.org.

Shalom in Christ,

Michael Gleghorn

© 2007 Probe Ministries

“My  Friend  Believes  Jesus’
Miracles  Were  All  Done  by
Mind Power”
I just had a conversation with a friend about his spiritual
beliefs. I was talking about Jesus and my friend said that the
miracles He performed were from His own mind power. That he
had a higher control over his brain than other people. Jesus
attributed his miracles to God’s power but that’s only because
he didn’t understand where the power came from.

He generally believes that there is a lot of power in oneself
and if one will only utilize it and become self actualized one
can become god-like.

I responded by talking about my belief in the fall and its
effect  on  humanity.  How  man  is  hopelessly  flawed  and
incomplete  without  Christ.  I  noted  how  man’s  efforts  and
science have failed to deliver. The world is still wrought
with disease and suffering. I’m trying to be brief so I’ll not
go into the rest of the conversation. How would you have
responded and do you have any suggestions on what to bring up
the next time we talk about that kind of thing?
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It sounds like you’re doing a great job talking with your
friend! Here are a few thoughts: It might be worth asking your
friend, “If Jesus had such incredible control over His brain,
including the ability to perform miracles by the sheer power
of His mind, then how is it that He was deluded about where
His power actually came from?” I would challenge your friend,
“If  Jesus  was  so  superior  to  you  in  mental  power  and
abilities, then why should you think that you know more about
where His power came from than He did?” It’s a question that
deserves a careful answer, I should think.

More generally, however, I would ask your friend why anyone
should believe his rather original spin about where Jesus’
power came from? Why does he think he’s correct? What evidence
supports his opinion? Further, why does he reject what the New
Testament says about Jesus? Shouldn’t the original witnesses
to these events have been in a better position to judge what
happened than he is? What does he do with the evidence for the
historical reliability of the Gospels, etc.?

Finally, if Jesus really died on the cross (which no serious
scholar disputes) then how can your friend explain Jesus’
greatest recorded miracle—His resurrection from the dead? If
Jesus was dead, then how could He have used His brain to
accomplish the miracle? If your friend doubts that Jesus rose
from the dead, then challenge him to investigate the evidence
for himself by reading some good books and articles on the
subject. Challenge him to read Lee Strobel’s book, The Case
for Christ. Or challenge him to read some of William Lane
Craig’s work on the historicity of the resurrection. Log onto
this site and register for free, then search for the following
www.reasonablefaith.org:

• Article: The Resurrection of Jesus

• Section: Scholarly Articles/The Historical Jesus (numerous
relevant articles).
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• Audio-Visuals Page and Debates Page: Dr. Craig also has
audio  and  visual  stuff  as  well  as  debate  transcripts
regarding  the  resurrection  here

I have tried to give you some helpful information here. But
the most important thing is to share this information with
genuine  love,  compassion  and  respect.  No  one  likes  an
intellectual bully. So please be sensitive to the Spirit’s
guidance.

Hope this helps.

Shalom in Christ,

Michael Gleghorn

© 2007 Probe Ministries

“Can the Truly Saved Commit
Such  Sins  as  Adultery  and
Murder?”
I wanted to ask if a truly saved person can fall into the sin
of fornication, adultery or murder…. Wouldn’t the Holy Spirit
deal with a truly saved person if he/she is tempted? Please
explain in detail. Thanks and God bless you!

Yes, a truly saved person can indeed fall prey to such sins. A
good  example  is  King  David.  He  was  truly  saved  and  yet
committed the grievous sins of adultery (2 Samuel 11:2-5) and
murder  (2  Samuel  11:6-17).  Because  of  his  sins,  God  sent
Nathan the prophet to rebuke David and he repented (2 Samuel
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12:1-13). Nathan told David that the Lord had taken away his
sin, but that there would still be negative consequences for
it (2 Samuel 12:13-14).

It’s important to realize that, like believers today, David
was indwelt by the Holy Spirit. We know this because, in Psalm
51 (David’s psalm of repentance), He prays that the Lord will
not take His Holy Spirit away from him (see v. 11). Of course,
today believers are permanently indwelt by the Holy Spirit
(John 14:16-17), but this was not so in David’s day. Hence,
David’s request in Psalm 51:11.

Of course, the Holy Spirit will certainly convict us when we
sinand it is God’s desire that we so depend on the Holy Spirit
that  we  do  not  sin  (Galatians  5:16-26).  Furthermore,  God
always provides a way of escape when we are tempted (1 Cor.
10:13). Thus, if we avail ourselves of God’s provision, and
rely on the Holy Spirit, we can resist our fleshly desires. We
need  not  fall  into  such  sins  as  fornication,  adultery  or
murder. And we need to be ever mindful, and appropriately
fearful, of future judgment (2 Cor. 5:11). But if we do sin,
we have an advocate who pleads the blood of Christ on our
behalf (1 John 2:1).

Shalom,

Michael Gleghorn

© 2007 Probe Ministries

“Body  Building”:  Edifying
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Thoughts about Our Bodies

Why Should I Care About This?
Our culture is obsessed with the human body. Have you turned
on the television or stood in the supermarket checkout line
recently? Images and information about the human body bombard
our senses from almost every direction. And what we believe
about the body can make a huge difference for our daily life,
and for the life beyond! That’s why we need to think carefully
about a Christian view of the body. For when our ideas about
the body go wrong, a lot of related Christian beliefs can also
be affected.

For  example,  in  the  early  centuries  of  the
Christian  church  there  were  some  religious  groups  called
Gnostics. Their name derived from the Greek term gnosis which
means “knowledge,” because they thought that salvation came
through secret knowledge. In their view, reality consisted of
two primary components: matter (which was evil) and spirit
(which was good).{1} Since matter was evil, the human body was
likewise viewed as “intrinsically degenerate.”{2}

The Gnostics’ negative beliefs about the human body influenced
their thinking in other areas as well. Their ideas about the
incarnation,  the  afterlife,  and  human  sexuality,  were  all
affected. Consider the incarnation. Christians believe that
God the Son became a real human being with a real human body.
But this view was repulsive to some of the Gnostics. While
some believed that the divine Christ temporarily assumed a
human body, they did not think this state was permanent. And
others denied that Jesus had a physical body at all. They
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believed that Jesus only appeared to be human.{3} In reality,
he was a completely spiritual being. This was especially true
after his resurrection, which Gnostics generally held to be a
purely spiritual (and not physical) event.{4}

The Gnostic view of the afterlife was similar. After death,
Gnostics believed, they would be reunited with God in the
spiritual realm. Unlike Christians, they had no desire for the
resurrection of the body. The body was a prison from which
they would gratefully escape at death.

Consider finally their views about human sexuality. Although
some Gnostics may have lived a sexually immoral lifestyle, the
majority seem to have rather been ascetics.{5} They treated
the body harshly and rejected sexual activity and procreation
as earthly, physical, and unspiritual. Such activities kept
one in bondage to this evil material world.

Unfortunately, these Gnostic beliefs about the body influenced
Christianity to some degree. But if we look at what the Bible
teaches, what we find is much more interesting and exciting.

The Goodness of the Human Body
What do you believe about your body? Is it something good—or
evil?

In striking contrast to the Gnostics, who believed both the
material world and human body were intrinsically evil, the
biblical writers present a positive conception of both.

The first verse of Genesis declares, “In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). A few verses
later we learn that God created human beings in His image and
likeness (Gen. 1:26-27). And at the end of chapter one we’re
told that everything God made “was very good” (Gen. 1:31). So
unlike the Gnostics, who believed the material world was the
work of an evil, inferior deity, the biblical writers viewed



the physical universe and human body as part of the good
creative work of the one true God.

Moreover,  in  the  biblical  view  humanity  occupies  a  very
special place in the created order. Having been made in God’s
image, men and women are viewed as the crown of creation. But
what does it mean to say that we are made in God’s image? As
one might expect, this is a question that has been given
extensive consideration throughout the history of the church.

On the one hand, we probably shouldn’t think of the divine
image primarily in physical terms, for God is a spiritual
being. Still, it’s probably also a mistake to think that our
bodies aren’t in any sense made in God’s image. Genesis 1:27
says that God created man in His image. Reflecting on this
statement, some scholars have noted that it’s “not some part
of a human or some faculty of a human, but a human in his or
her wholeness [that] is the image of God. The biblical concept
is not that the image is in man and woman, but that man and
woman are the image of God.”{6} Since God created man in His
image as an embodied personal being, it seems quite natural to
suppose that the material (as well as immaterial) aspects of
our being are both included in what it means to be made in
God’s image.

In Genesis 2 we have a more detailed account of the creation
of man and woman. In verse 7 we read that “the Lord God formed
man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; and man became a living being.” This verse
indicates  that  there  are  both  material  and  immaterial
components of man’s being—and each in some sense bears God’s
image. This is why in the Christian view human beings have
inherent worth and dignity. It’s also why in contrast to the
Gnostics we believe in the goodness of the human body.



The Importance of the Incarnation
Did you know that your beliefs about the human body can affect
your  view  of  Jesus  and  why  He  came?  As  we’ve  seen,  the
biblical writers saw the human body as God’s good creation
(Gen. 1-2). Naturally enough, such radically different views
of the body influenced how Gnostics and Christians understood
the doctrine of the incarnation as well.

The term “incarnation” means “‘to enter into or become flesh.’
It refers to the Christian doctrine that the pre-existent Son
of God became man in Jesus.”{7} Our first hint that something
like this would happen comes shortly after man’s fall into
sin. In Genesis 3:15 God tells the serpent, the agent of
temptation in the story, “I will put enmity between you and
the woman, and between your seed and her seed; He shall bruise
you on the head, and you shall bruise him on the heel.” The
verse promises a coming Champion or Deliverer, who would be
born of a woman, and who would deliver the decisive death-blow
to Satan. Later we learn that this Deliverer, the Lord Jesus
Christ, redeems humanity from the tragic consequences of sin
and death by giving His own life as a substitute in our place
(1 Jn. 2:2; 4:10). The death of God’s Son for the sins of the
world was possible because of the incarnation. By becoming a
real man, with a real body, He experienced a real death on the
cross.

One of the clearest statements of the incarnation is found in
the Gospel of John: “In the beginning was the Word . . . and
the Word was God . . . And the Word became flesh, and dwelt
among us” (1:1, 14). This Word made flesh, the Lord Jesus
Christ, told His followers that He had come “to give His life
a  ransom  for  many”  (Mk.  10:45).  While  Gnostics  generally
regarded  the  death  of  Jesus  as  irrelevant  for  salvation,
Christians see it as absolutely essential.

In Revelation 5:9 a song is sung in praise of Christ, who
through His death “purchased men for God from every tribe and



language and people and nation.” In the early church, some
theologians said that what Christ did not assume, neither did
He redeem. They meant that if Christ did not really have a
human body, then neither did He redeem our bodies. This is why
the incarnation is so important. By becoming fully human and
dying for our sins, Christ secured the complete redemption of
all who put their trust in Him.

Human Sexuality
Those unfamiliar with the Bible might be surprised to learn
how much it has to say about sex. And what it says is neither
prudish nor out of date. On the contrary, its counsel is both
supremely wise and eminently practical. {8}

In fact, unlike the ancient Gnostics, the Bible has a very
positive view of human sexuality. An entire book of the Bible,
the  Song  of  Solomon,  is  largely  devoted  to  extolling  the
beauty  and  wonder  of  sexual  love  within  the  God-ordained
covenant of marriage. Sex was God’s idea and is rooted in His
original creation of man and woman as sexual beings (Gen.
1:27). While one of God’s purposes in creating us this way was
for procreation (Gen. 1:28), it certainly wasn’t His only
purpose.  God  also  intended  sex  to  be  a  pleasurable  and
meaningful expression of intimacy and love between husband and
wife (Prov. 5:18-19).

According  to  Jesus,  the  biblical  ideal  of  marriage  is  a
lifelong, exclusive commitment of one man to one woman (Mk.
10:2-9). Citing the Genesis creation account He says, “For
this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be
united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh” (Mk.
10:7-8; cf. Gen. 2:24). As one writer has observed, “Here we
have a blueprint for human sexual love: through the sexual act
the man and woman have a wonderful new kind of intimacy. This
is  called  being  ‘one  flesh,’  and  it  is  designed  to  be
exclusive  and  faithful.”{9}



Unfortunately, man’s fall into sin brought about the misuse
and abuse of God’s good gift. And as one might expect, the
Bible  doesn’t  shy  away  from  addressing  such  things.
Essentially, the biblical view is that sex is to be fully
enjoyed as a wonderful gift from God, but only within the
sacred bonds of marriage between one man and one woman. Every
other kind of sexual activity is lumped into the category of
“sexual immorality.” And this we are told to flee, for as Paul
told the Corinthians, “he who sins sexually sins against his
own body” (1 Cor. 6:18).

But Paul then went even further. He called the believer’s body
“a temple of the Holy Spirit.” He said that Christians have
been “bought at a price” and should “honor God” with their
bodies (1 Cor. 6:19-20). This reveals something of the value
which God places upon the human body. And He encourages us to
do the same.

Bodily Death and Resurrection
Did you know that your view of the human body affects your
view of eternity?

Throughout history humanity has entertained a variety of ideas
about what happens after death. Some think that physical death
is the end of our personal, conscious existence. While we
might “live on” in people’s memories, we don’t live on in any
other sense. Others believe that while the body dies, the
human soul or spirit continues to exist—perhaps on a higher
spiritual plane, perhaps in a spiritual heaven or hell, or
perhaps somewhere else. According to this view, our bodily
existence  is  only  temporary.  Once  we  die  our  bodies  are
discarded, but our souls go on living forever.

In the early years of the church, many Gnostics believed that
people would experience different fates at death. Some would
just cease to exist. For them, death was the end. Others could



enjoy some sort of afterlife through faith and good works.
From a Gnostic perspective, these people were the Christians.
Only a few, however, namely, the Gnostics themselves, could
expect a truly fantastic afterlife in which they would be
reunited with God in the divine realm.{10} In other words, the
Gnostics anticipated being liberated from this evil material
world, including their bodies, and being reunited with God in
a  completely  spiritual  existence.  Interestingly,  although
there  are  differences,  many  Christians  seem  to  expect  an
afterlife  that’s  very  similar  to  that  envisioned  by  the
Gnostics.

But what the Bible teaches is really quite different. Although
it comforts Christians with the reminder that to be absent
from the body is to be at home with the Lord (2 Cor. 5:8),
this is not the believer’s final state. Instead, we’re told to
eagerly await the resurrection of our bodies, which will be
modeled  after  Jesus’  resurrected  body  (1  Cor.  15:20-23,
42-49).  As  Christians,  we  don’t  look  forward  to  a  purely
spiritual (in the sense of non-physical) afterlife. Instead,
we await a bodily existence in a new heaven and new earth
which is completely free from the presence and power of sin (2
Pet. 3:10-13)! Just as Christ was raised physically from the
dead, so one day He will likewise raise all men from the dead.
Some will enjoy His presence forever; others will be shut out
from His presence forever (Matt. 25:46; Jn. 5:28-29). Which
experience  shall  be  ours  depends  entirely  upon  our
relationship to Christ (Jn. 3:36; 2 Thess. 1:8-10). So why not
put your trust in Him and enjoy forever the new heavens and
new earth in a new, resurrected body? You’re invited, you know
(Rev. 22:17).
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“Is Judaism a Cult?”
I go to your website often, and I always learn something new
so  thank  you!  I  was  reading  about  cults,  and  by  the
definition, it would seem that Judaism would be considered a
cult. Can this be true?

Hello _____,

Thanks for your letter. I’m sorry it’s taken so long for me to
respond. Scholars have not always found it easy to define
precisely what is meant by terms like “religion” or “cult.”
Thus, there is some dispute about exactly what a cult is and

https://probe.org/is-judaism-a-cult/


how it should be defined.

In Walter Martin’s classic, The Kingdom of the Cults, he cites
with approval Dr. Braden’s definition of cult:

By the term cult I mean nothing derogatory to any group so
classified. A cult, as I define it, is any religious group
which differs significantly in one or more respects as to
belief or practice from those religious groups which are
regarded as the normative expressions of religion in our
total culture.

Walter Martin then writes, “I may add to this that a cult
might also be defined as a group of people gathered about a
specific person or person’s misinterpretation of the Bible.”

According to these definitions, then, Judaism would be more
appropriately  classified  as  a  religion  (alongside  other
religions like Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism).
And this, I think, is correct. I’ve never read any serious
scholar who classified Judaism as a cult. And I personally
think it would be a serious mistake to do so.

At any rate, that’s my view.

Shalom in Christ,
Michael Gleghorn
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“How Does Pantheism View Good
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and Evil?”
I found your website very helpful in offering information on
yoga and Christianity, especially Michael Gleghorn’s article.

I came across a quote for a guru:

Life has a bright side and a dark side, for the world of
relativity is composed of light and shadows. If you permit
your thoughts to dwell on evil, you yourself will become
ugly. Look only for the good in everything so you absorb the
quality of beauty.

Can you comment on how pantheism views evil and good? If you
can shed some light on this quote, it would be helpful for me
to  understand  how  to  address  this  with  someone  with  this
belief system.

Hello _____,

Thanks  for  your  letter.  Pantheism  ultimately  makes  no
distinction between good and evil. If all is one, and all is
“God” (or Brahman), then the distinction between good and evil
must ultimately be illusory. If not, then evil infects the
very being of “God” itself. Thus, pantheism has a real problem
with evil.

Of course, there is much truth in the guru’s quote (although
it’s not terribly consistent with pantheism). However, one can
find preferable advice (in my opinion) in the Bible. As Paul
told the Philippians, “Finally, brothers, whatever is true,
whatever  is  noble,  whatever  is  right,  whatever  is  pure,
whatever  is  lovely,  whatever  is  admirable—if  anything  is
excellent  or  praiseworthy—think  about  such  things”
(Philippians  4:8).

Shalom in Christ,
Michael Gleghorn
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